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Abstract—Synchronous Condensers (SynCons) offer voltage regulation, inertia, and fault current contribution to solve the challenges of voltage and frequency instability introduced by the high penetration of renewable energy resources (RERs). However, the cost of installation and operation of a SynCon is noticeable. Furthermore, the SynCons installation can take more than a year, which means the number, size, and placement of the SynCons must be selected optimally. This paper proposes a method to formulate the optimal sizing and allocation of the SynCons via mixed-integer convex optimization. The optimization procedure aims to minimize the cost of SynCons installation, maintenance, and operation while maintaining a certain Short Circuit Ratio (SCR) at points of connection (PoCs). To ensure the SCR at the PoCs is greater than a certain threshold, the SCRs are formulated as constraints in the proposed optimization procedure. The modified IEEE 39-bus system is used to evaluate the proposed optimization method. The performance of the system with optimal SynCons is verified by electromagnetic transient time-domain simulation using PSCAD/EMTDC software. The simulation results show that the system with the optimal installation of SynCons performs better than the system without the SynCons or with a non-optimal installation of SynCons. With the optimized system, all renewable energy resources are stable after contingencies.

Index Terms—Convex optimization, Synchronous condenser, Weak grid.

NOMENCLATURE

\begin{align*}
\alpha_k & : \text{Desired Minimum Value Short Circuit Ratio} \\
\beta_k & : \text{Optimization Constraint } = b_k \cdot \alpha_k \\
c_i & : \text{Coefficient of the Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Cost of } i\text{th SynCons} \\
EMT & : \text{Electromagnetic Transient} \\
FRT & : \text{Fault Ride-Through} \\
GA & : \text{Genetic Algorithm} \\
LMI & : \text{Linear Matrix Inequality} \\
MFRT & : \text{Multiple Fault Ride-Through} \\
MSE & : \text{Mean Square Error} \\
N & : \text{Number of Available SynCons} \\
NER & : \text{Australian National Electricity Rules} \\
PoC & : \text{Point of Connection} \\
RER & : \text{Renewable Energy Resources} \\
S_{\text{base}} & : \text{Base Apparent Power of a System} \\
s_i & : \text{Indicate whether a SynCon will be installed at } i\text{th bus} \\
S_{\text{syn}_i} & : \text{Maximum Available Capacity of } i\text{th SynCon} \\
S_{\text{syn}_i} & : \text{i}th\text{ SynCon Capacity} \\
S_{\text{ syn}_i} & : \text{Minimum Available Capacity of } i\text{th SynCon} \\
SCR & : \text{Short Circuit Ratio} \\
SDP & : \text{Semi-Definite Program} \\
SSO & : \text{Sub-Synchronous Oscillations} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{stdev} & : \text{Standard Deviation} \\
V & : \text{Number of Buses in a System} \\
W_{\text{bus}} & : \text{Real Symmetric Matrix } = j[Y_{\text{bus}}] \\
diag(W) & : \text{Diagonal Matrix with Diagonal Elements Given by the Vector } W \\
X_{\text{sec}_{ki}} & : \text{Impedance of the } k\text{th SynCon in pu} \\
Y_{\text{bus}} & : \text{Admittance Matrix of a System} \\
y_{ij} & : \text{Admittance Between Buses } i \text{ and } j \\
y_i & : \text{Self-Admittance at the } i\text{th Bus} \\
Z_{\text{eq}} & : \text{Equivalent Impedance of the System from the PoC} \\
Z_{\text{bus}} & : \text{Impedance Matrix of a System} \\
\end{align*}

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to environmental challenges and global climate change, fossil fuel-based generators are being replaced by Renewable Energy Resources (RERs). The majority of RERs are connected to power systems with power electronic converters, which cannot provide the same inertia as fossil fuel-based generators. The high penetration of the RERs and the retirement of old fossil fuel-based generators decrease inertia in power systems [1]–[3]. Moreover, most RERs are placed in rural areas and are connected to power systems via long transmission lines. A long transmission line means a large impedance, which decreases the Short Circuit Ratio (SCR) in a power system [4]–[6].

The reduction of the SCR to values less than 3 and the low inertia in a power system create weak grids [7], which can lead to new challenges, such as Sub-Synchronous Oscillations (SSOs) [8]–[12]. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in weak grid integration and operation enhancement of RERs [13]–[16]. One possible solution for overcoming the shortcomings caused by high penetration of RERs in weak grids and enhancing system strength is Synchronous Condensers (SynCons) [17]–[21].

SynCon is a synchronous machine without a prime-mover, which is used in power systems to provide inertia, regulate voltage with absorption or injection of reactive power, and increase system strength [22], [23]. Furthermore, SynCons can contribute to fault current. However, one of the main obstacles in utilizing SynCons is their capital and operational cost, which highlights the importance of their optimal sizing and allocation [18], [24]–[29]. In [24], an optimal location of SynCons is obtained based on each SynCon’s reactive power contribution and its influence on power flow and voltage stability. However, the SynCon installation cost, SCR, and RERs penetration effects are not considered in this method. The impact of SynCons on SCR is investigated in [25], which proposes a methodology...
to improve the SCR and the frequency response by utilizing retired synchronous machines as SynCons. However, the post-retirement utilization of synchronous machines only impacts their installation cost, but operation and maintenance costs are neglected. In [26], a mixed-integer dynamic optimization method for allocation of required reactive power in a large-scale power system with wind generation is proposed. However, the proposed method is computationally complex and does not consider the impact of SynCons on the system’s SCR and cost.

There are a few studies that have investigated the impact of SynCons on the SCR with consideration of their cost based on meta-heuristic optimization methods. In [27], the objective function is to minimize SynCons cost while maintaining a certain SCR at various buses, but the number of SynCons in the system is not optimal; the optimization procedure is based on meta-heuristic algorithms, such as the Genetic Algorithm (GA), which cannot guarantee the global optimality of the results; and there are no tests to check compliance with standards and grid codes. In [28], a method to determine optimal sizing and allocation of SynCons to enhance SCR at the Point of Connection (PoC) of a wind farm considering the long-term economical impact of SynCon is proposed. However, as in previous studies, the GA is used, which cannot guarantee global optimality. In [29], the optimal location of SynCons is obtained based on heuristic algorithm to minimize a total cost of synchronous condenser installations in a hypothetical future a power system with penetration of RERs and the POCs SCR are strengthened. However, similar to the previous studies, the heuristic algorithm cannot guarantee global optimality.

In [18] a multi-objective optimization method is proposed to find the optimal number, size, and location of SynCons, while the cost and voltage deviation are minimized. Different meta-heuristic methods are applied to reduce the impact of the local optimization results. However, again, the proposed optimization method cannot guarantee global optimality.

In this paper, under appropriate modelling assumptions, SynCons optimal allocation, sizing, and number in a system with high penetration of RERs is formulated as a mixed-integer convex optimization problem. The proposed optimization method improves the strength and stability in a large power system with high penetration of RERs. The proposed optimization method maintains SCR above desired values for all PoCs, while costs of investment, operation, and maintenance are minimized. The proposed method can be used both when RERs are installed or commissioned to be installed to a power system. In contrast to the existing approaches, the proposed convex optimization approach, when combined with a branch-and-bound scheme, does guarantee global optimality. The results performance are evaluated with Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) time-domain simulation in PSCAD/EMTDC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the existing optimization methods for optimally utilizing SynCons and the proposed optimization procedure are presented in. Next, in Section III, the proposed optimization method is implemented in a modified IEEE 39-bus power system to size and allocate SynCons optimally, and the results are evaluated in PSCAD/EMTDC. Finally, Section IV explains the paper conclusions.

II. OPTIMAL SIZING AND ALLOCATION OF SYNCONS

In this section, a convex optimization method to perform optimal sizing and allocation of SynCons is proposed. First, a classification for weak and low-inertia grid definition is proposed, then an approach to formulate optimal sizing based on fixed SynCon locations is introduced, and finally, the optimal allocation is added to the formulation.

A. Weak Grid Definition and SynCons Impact

In this paper, for the integration of RERs into a power system, the SCR is used as an index for weak grid classification. A grid with an SCR of less than three is defined as a weak grid, and a grid with an SCR less than two is defined as a very weak grid. In this paper, the SCR at the PoC is calculated as:

$$SCR = \frac{1}{|Z_{eq}|},$$

where $Z_{eq}$ is the equivalent impedance of the grid as seen from the PoC, which is calculated from the admittance matrix.

The admittance matrix $Y_{bus}$ is a $|V| \times |V|$ matrix, where $|V|$ is the number of buses in the grid. The $(i, j)$ element of $Y_{bus}$ is

$$[Y_{bus}]_{i,j} = \begin{cases} y_i + \sum_{n \neq i, n \in V} y_{in}, & \text{if } i = j \\ -y_{ij}, & \text{if } i \neq j \end{cases}$$

where $y_i$ is the self-admittance at the $i$th bus, and $y_{ij}$ is the admittance between buses $i$ and $j$. The impedance matrix $Z_{bus}$ for the grid is the inverse of $Y_{bus}$. The equivalent impedance for each PoC is called $[Z_{eq}]$ and defined as

$$[Z_{eq}]_{i} = [Z_{bus}]_{i},$$

the $i$th diagonal element of the impedance matrix. Generally, to study the impact of a SynCon on the SCR, the SynCon is modeled as a current source and a parallel impedance as shown in Fig. 2. Installing a SynCon with reactance $X_{sc}$ at bus $i$ causes the diagonal values in the admittance matrix to change as

$$[Y_{bus}]_{ii} = [Y_{old}]_{ii} + \frac{1}{jX_{sc}},$$

but it does not change the off-diagonal entries of the admittance matrix. Therefore, $Z_{eq}$ changes with SynCons installation.

Using meta-heuristic optimization algorithms [18] to solve this optimal sizing and allocation problem for SynCons does not guarantee that optimal solutions can be found. In this paper, in contrast, it is shown how this problem can be reformulated as a convex optimization problem to provide global optimality using commonly available software. Since the $X/R$ ratio is high in a high-voltage power system, transmission lines are assumed to be purely inductive. Since $Y_{bus}$ is purely inductive, it is convenient to define the real symmetric matrix $W_{bus} = j[Y_{bus}]$, a notation used in the rest of the paper. Since the matrix $Y_{bus}$ is invertible in a power system with non-transformer zero-impedance loops [30], [31], $W_{bus}$ is also invertible. Since $W_{bus}$ is diagonally dominant (DD), it follows...
from the Gershgorin circle theorem [32] that $W_{\text{bus}}$ is positive semi-definite. Since $W_{\text{bus}}$ is both invertible and positive semi-definite, it is, in fact, strictly positive definite.

**B. Preliminaries on Semi-Definite Programming**

A semi-definite program (SDP) is a type of convex optimization problem of the form

$$\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i x_i \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad A_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i x_i \succeq 0, \\
& \quad Bx = C,
\end{align*}$$

where $x$ is a decision variable of size $n$, $d$ is a fixed vector with a size equal to $n$, $B$ and $C$ are fixed matrices, and $A_i$s are fixed symmetric matrices. Here and throughout, the notation $A \succeq 0$ means that the symmetric matrix $A$ is positive semi-definite. As such, an SDP involves minimizing a linear objective function subject to linear equality constraints (5c) and linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraints (5b). Semi-definite optimization problems can be solved efficiently to global optimality using off-the-shelf software (such as the commercial solver MOSEK [33]).

**C. Optimal Sizing with Fixed Locations**

Suppose the locations of the SynCons are fixed, and the aim is to reduce the installation, operation, and maintenance costs of the SynCons while maintaining the SCR for all PoCs above the desired values. The decision variables are the SynCon capacities, denoted $S_{\text{syn}}$, for $i \in V$. The objective function is

$$\min_{S_{\text{syn}}} \sum_{i \in V} c_i S_{\text{syn}},$$

where $c_i$ is the cost coefficient of the installation, operation, and maintenance cost of SynCons. The constraint is

$$\text{SCR}_k \geq a_k \quad \text{for } k \in V,$$

where $\text{SCR}_k$ is the $k$th PoC SCR, and $a_k$ is its desired minimum value. Define $W_{\text{new}} = X_{\text{new}} Y_{\text{new}}$ and note that $W_{\text{bus}} = W_{\text{bus}} + \text{diag}(W)$ where $\text{diag}(W)$ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements given by the vector $W$. The entries of this vector are obtained by rescaling the SynCon capacity and system base MVA as follows:

$$W_k = \frac{S_{\text{syn}}}{{X_{\text{sc}}}^k \times S_{\text{base}}} \quad \text{for } k \in V,$$

where $S_{\text{syn}}$ is the capacity of the $k$th SynCon, $X_{\text{sc}}$, is the impedance of the $k$th SynCon in pu, and $S_{\text{base}}$ is the base apparent power of the system. Note that $\text{diag}(W)$ is linear in the decision variable $S_{\text{syn}}$. By combining (1) with (4) and (7) in one equation, the SCR constraint can be expressed as

$$\frac{1}{\|W_{\text{bus}}\|_{kk}} \geq a_k,$$

Since $W_{\text{bus}}$ is strictly positive definite and $\text{diag}(W)$ is positive semi-definite, the left-hand side of (9) is strictly positive. Therefore, (9) can be written as

$$\|W_{\text{bus}}\|_{kk} \leq b_k,$$

where $b_k = \frac{1}{a_k}$ for the $k$th PoC.

There are upper and lower bounds on the capacity of the SynCons, which are formulated in one equation with the location of the SynCons. Let $s_i \in \{0, 1\}$ indicate whether a SynCon will be installed at bus $i$. The capacity constraints are then

$$s_i S_{\text{syn}} \leq S_{\text{syn}} \leq s_i \sup S_{\text{syn}} \quad \text{for } i \in V,$$

where $S_{\text{syn}}$ and $\sup S_{\text{syn}}$ are the minimum and maximum available capacity of the SynCon. Note that if $s_i = 0$, indicating that a SynCon is not installed at bus $i$, the constraint (11) is equivalent to $S_{\text{syn}} = 0$.

To formulate the optimization problem defined by (6) to (11) as an SDP, an LMI-based reformulation of the constraint (10) is used. This reformulation appears as (12b) and (12c), below, and follows from Lemma 1 in Appendix A. A justification of its correctness is also given in Appendix A.

Overall, then, the optimization problem defined by (6) to (11) can be written as a semi-definite program in the decision variables $S_{\text{syn}}$, (a vector of length $|V|$) and $T$ (a symmetric $|V| \times |V|$ matrix) as follows

$$\begin{align*}
\min_{S_{\text{syn}}, T} & \quad \sum_{i \in V} c_i S_{\text{syn}}, \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \begin{bmatrix} T & I \\ I & \text{diag}(W) + W_{\text{bus}} \end{bmatrix} \succeq 0, \\
& \quad T_{ii} \leq b_i \quad \text{for } i \in V,
\end{align*}$$
\[ W_i = S_{\text{syn}_i} / \left(X_{\text{se}} S_{\text{base}}\right) \text{ for } i \in V, \quad (12d) \]
\[ s_i S_{\text{syn}_i} \leq S_{\text{syn}_i} \leq s_i S_{\text{syn}_i} \text{ for } i \in V. \quad (12e) \]

(Here and throughout, \( I \) denotes the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions.) Strictly speaking, \( W \) is also a decision variable; however, it can clearly be rewritten in terms of \( S_{\text{syn}} \) and eliminated from the formulation using (12d). It is included in the formulation above only to simplify the notation.

D. Optimal Sizing and Allocation

In the previous section, the vector \( s \) is fixed. To simultaneously optimize over SynCon locations and sizes, \( s_i \) is allowed to be a binary decision variable. If at most \( N \) SynCon should be installed, the constraint

\[ s_i \in \{0, 1\} \text{ for } i \in V \text{ and } \sum_{i \in V} s_i \leq N, \quad (13) \]

is added to (12) to model the problem of optimal sizing and allocation of SynCons. However, adding this constraint turns the problem into a mixed-integer SDP due to the binary decision variables. This can be solved to global optimality using a branch-and-bound scheme, where each sub-problem is an SDP. In this paper, the branch-and-bound method is used to solve the exact mixed-integer SDP.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of the proposed optimization algorithm is validated based on the tests recommended by the Australian National Electricity Rules (NER) [34]. The proposed optimization is implemented in a large weak and low-inertia grid with high penetration of renewable energy. The system with the optimized location and size of SynCons is modeled in the time-domain simulation environment, PSCAD/EMTDC.

A. Study System Description

The modified IEEE 39-bus system with three RERs (two wind farms and one solar farm) as shown in Fig. 3 is used as the testbed described in [18]. The nominal powers of the added RERs are 200 MW (bus 29), 500 MW (bus 32), and 200 MW (bus 38). IEEE 39-bus system is modified to have an SCR less than 3 at all PoCs to ensure that the system is weak.

B. Optimization Results

The optimization problem with the combination of (12) and (13) is formulated using YALMIP [35] and solved using MOSEK [33]. The optimization problem has 858 constraints, 196 scalar variables, two matrix variables, and 39 binary variables. \( S_{\text{syn}_i} \), \( S_{\text{syn}_i} \), and \( N \) are 10 MVA, 200 MVA, and 5, respectively. The YALMIP calculation time and the MOSEK solver time are 5.04723 s and 11.7826 s, respectively, in a PC with 16 GB RAM and Intel Core i7 CPU with 1.7 GHz. Also, the number of sub-problems for the branch-and-bound method in worse-case scenario is 2^15. However, in this study, the branch-and-bound method is solved with the sub-problems equal to 23. Therefore, the proposed optimization method is fast and practical in the planning of power systems. The optimization results are given in Table I. The optimized sizes of SynCons are significantly less than the sizes obtained via the meta-heuristic optimization methods used for an identical system in [18]. In [18], the total size for SynCons is 184 MVA, compared with 96 MVA in the proposed optimization method. The optimization results are rounded up to integer values and used in the next section to validate the optimal sizing and allocation of SynCons in the time-domain simulation. The optimization results are compared with the meta-heuristic algorithms and listed in Table II. As given in Table II, with the SDP method, the cost is reduced significantly compared to the meta-heuristic optimization methods.

C. Time-Domain Simulation Verification

PSCAD/EMTDC does the Time-domain simulation to evaluate the optimized results in this paper. Therefore, the modified IEEE 39-bus is modeled in PSCAD/EMTDC. Generic models for a solar farm and a Type IV wind turbine are used. The SynCons exciter is considered an AC1A model [36].

The contingencies applied to the modified IEEE 39-bus system are as follows.

- Fault Ride-Through (FRT) Test: In this contingency, a three-phase fault is applied at all RERs’ PoCs at \( t=9.7 \text{ s} \)
and cleared after 430 ms. According to the NER [34], [37], RERs must ride through such a contingency.

- Multiple Fault Ride-Through (MFRT) Test: According to the NER, RERs should not trip through multiple disturbances in five minutes. This test is applied at the PoCs to evaluate the performance of the optimized location and size of SynCons in a weak and low-inertia grid. Three three-phase faults with the duration of 430 ms are applied with four seconds difference between them at $t=9.7$ s, $t=13.7$ s, and $t=17.7$ s, respectively.

1) FRT Test at Bus 29: In this scenario, the FRT test is applied at bus 29 in the system with no SynCons and optimally sized and placed SynCons. The system is stable before the test, and the RERs work with their nameplate values. The wind farms at buses 29 and 32 generate 200 and 500 MW, respectively, and the solar farm at bus 38 supplies 200 MW.

FRT with no SynCon: Fig. 4(a) illustrates the PoC voltages and (b) reactive and active power of the wind farm connected to bus 29.

FRT with optimized SynCon size and location: Fig. 5(a) illustrates the PoC voltages and (b) reactive and active power of the wind farm connected to bus 29.
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of oscillation at bus 29 is noticeable and is around 0.5 pu. Fig. 4(b) shows the output power of the wind farm connected to bus 29. It injects 200 MW (1 pu) before the fault and regulates the voltage before and during the fault. However, after the test clearance, the reactive and active powers cannot reach their steady-state values and oscillate. Consequently, without SynCons installation, the wind farm installed at bus 29 does not have FRT capability.

FRT Test with Optimized SynCons: The PoC voltages are depicted in Fig. 5(a). The voltages are stable before and after the fault. Additionally, Fig. 5(b) shows the reactive and active power of the wind farm installed at bus 29. It injects 200 MW before and after the fault, and the system is stable after the test clearance. Therefore, the wind farm has FRT capability.

2) FRT Test at Bus 32: In this scenario, the FRT test happens at bus 32 in the system with no SynCons and optimally sized and placed SynCons. As a result, the system is stable before the test, and the RERs work with their nameplate values. The wind farms at buses 29 and 32 generate 200 and 500 MW, respectively, and the solar farm at bus 38 supplies 200 MW.

FRT with no SynCon: As depicted in Fig. 6(a), the PoC voltages are stable before the FRT test. Nevertheless, when the fault is removed, a 3 Hz oscillation is introduced by RERs on the PoC voltages. Also, Fig. 6(b) shows the wind farm integrated at bus 32 output power. Before the FRT test, the wind farm supplies 500 MW (1 pu) and regulates the voltage by injecting reactive power before and during the fault. However, after the fault is removed, both the reactive and active powers oscillate at 3 Hz. The magnitude of the active power oscillation is around 750 MW peak to peak, which is noticeable. Therefore, the wind farm installed bus 32 without the installation of SynCons does not have FRT capability.

FRT Test with Optimized SynCons: In this case, the FRT test happens at bus 32. Fig. 7(a) shows the PoC voltages in the system. All PoC voltages are stable before and after the fault. The voltages recover after the fault is removed less than 1 s. Moreover, Fig. 7(b) illustrates the reactive and active power output of the wind farm installed at bus 32. The wind farm supplies 500 MW (reactive power reaches the steady-state value) without any oscillation after the fault is removed, and the system is stable. In addition, the wind farm contributes with the reactive power during the fault. Therefore, with the optimized SynCons, the wind farm has FRT capability.

3) FRT Test at Bus 38: In this scenario, the FRT test is applied at bus 38 in the system with no SynCons and optimally sized and placed SynCons. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 the system is stable before the test, and all voltages are between 0.95 pu and 1 pu. The RERs supply their nominal power to the system.

FRT with no SynCon: Fig. 8(a) illustrates the PoC voltages prior, during, and after the FRT test. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the system is stable before the fault, and all PoC voltages are between 0.95 pu and 1 pu. However, after the fault is removed, bus 29 and bus 38 voltages oscillate with 3 Hz frequency. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b), the solar farm at bus 38 injects its nameplate power (200 MW). Additionally, the solar farm injects reactive power to regulate the PoC voltage before and during the fault. Nevertheless, after the fault is removed, the reactive and active powers are not stable, and they cannot reach steady-state values. Consequently, the solar farm at bus 38 does not have FRT capability.

FRT Test with Optimized SynCons: As shown in Fig. 9(a), the voltages for all PoCs are stable before and after the fault. The voltages recover in less than 0.2 s after the fault is removed. There is no oscillation in the system. Also, Fig. 9(b) illustrates the output power of the solar farm connected at bus 38. The solar farm supplies 200 MW before and after the
test. There is no oscillation in the reactive and active power output. Therefore, the solar farm has FRT capability.

The FRT test is applied at bus 38 in the system with optimized SynCons based on the heuristic algorithm proposed in [18] to compare the results achieved by the proposed convex optimization. The PoC voltages of the FRT test on bus 38 are illustrated in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 10, with both convex and meta-heuristic algorithms, FRT capability is achieved. However, with the convex optimization, the total size of the installed SynCons is less than the total size obtained with the meta-heuristic one, which means a lower cost.

4) **MFRT Test:** In this case study, the MFRT test happens at all PoCs in the system with optimally sized and placed SynCons. Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) show the PoC voltages before, during, and after the MFRT test happens at buses 29, 32, and 38, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 11, the voltages are stable after each fault is removed. The voltages reach pre-fault steady-state situations in less than 0.5 s after the fault is removed. Therefore, the optimized results for the sizing and allocation of the SynCons add the MFRT capability to the RERs installed in the system.

5) **FRT Test with Random Sizing and Allocation:** In this scenario, the SynCons are utilized in the system with random locations or random sizes. In the case of random locations, optimal sizes listed in Table I are used. In the random size case, the SynCons are installed at the optimal locations based on Table I.

FRT Test with Random Allocation: In this case, the SynCons with the optimal sizes are located at buses 32, 10, 17, and 26. The FRT test is applied at bus 29. As shown in Fig. 12, the voltages at buses 29 and 38 have a sustained oscillation after the test clearance. The magnitude of the oscillation is lower than that in Fig. 4(a) in which no SynCon is installed in the system. However, the emergence of sub-synchronous oscillation is not acceptable.

FRT Test with Random Sizing: In this test, the FRT test is applied at bus 38 while the SynCons are located at optimal locations. The SynCon at bus 10 is selected larger than the optimal value (23 MVA), and the size of the SynCon at bus 29 is less than the optimal value (5 MVA). However, the total size of the SynCons is equal to the optimal value. As illustrated in Fig. 13, the PoC voltages have sub-synchronous oscillation after the FRT test. 3 Hz oscillation emerges on buses 29 and 38 voltage waveforms. Therefore, with the random sizing and allocation, the FRT test cannot be achieved.
### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>stdev</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>stdev</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>stdev</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>stdev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>without SynCons</strong></td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>with optimized SynCons</strong></td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.1240</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>with random allocation</strong></td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>with random sizing</strong></td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
<td>0.13491</td>
<td>0.1367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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APPENDIX A

LMI REFORMULATION OF THE SCR CONSTRAINT

The reformulation of (10) as (12b) and (12c), is based on the following result.

Lemma 1. Let $L$ be a fixed positive definite matrix. Then, $\{H: H \succeq 0, \left[ L + H \right]^{-1} \preceq b_i \}$

$$ = \{H: \exists T \text{ s.t. } H \succeq 0, \left[ \begin{array}{cc} T & I \\ I & L + H \end{array} \right] \succeq 0, T_{ii} \leq b_i \forall i \} \quad (14)$$

Proof. The justification of this fact involves showing that an arbitrary element on the left-hand side is also an element on the right-hand side (LHS \subseteq RHS) and that an arbitrary element on the right-hand side is also an element on the left-hand side (RHS \subseteq LHS).

(LHS \subseteq RHS): Let $H$ be an element of the left hand side of (14), i.e., $H \succeq 0$ and satisfies $\left[ L + H \right]^{-1} \preceq b_i$ for $i \in \mathbb{V}$. Let $T = (L + H)^{-1}$. Then $T_{ii} \leq b_i$ for $i \in \mathbb{V}$. Since $L$ is strictly positive definite, and $H$ is positive semi-definite, $L + H$ is strictly positive definite. Therefore, by the Schur complement lemma (see, e.g., [38, Theorem 1.12(b)]),

$$ \left[ \begin{array}{cc} T & I \\ I & L + H \end{array} \right] \succeq 0 \iff T - (L + H)^{-1} \succeq 0 $$

Since $T = (L + H)^{-1}$, it follows that $T - (L + H)^{-1} \succeq 0 \succeq 0$, and so that

$$ \left[ \begin{array}{cc} T & I \\ I & L + H \end{array} \right] \succeq 0 $$

This establishes that $H$ is an element of the right-hand side of (14).

(RHS \subseteq LHS): Suppose that $H$ is an element of the right hand side of (14), i.e., $H \succeq 0$ and there exists a $T$ such that $T_{ii} \leq b_i$ for $i \in \mathbb{V}$ and $\left[ \begin{array}{cc} T & I \\ I & L + H \end{array} \right] \succeq 0$. Then, since $L + H$ is positive definite, by the Schur complement lemma, $T - (L + H)^{-1} \succeq 0$. Since the diagonal entries of positive semi-definite matrices are nonnegative, it follows that $\left[ L + H \right]^{-1} \preceq T_{ii} \leq b_i$ for $i \in \mathbb{V}$. Thus, $H$ is an element of the left-hand side of (14), completing the argument. \qed

The reformulation of (10) as (12b) and (12c) follows by applying Lemma 1 with \( L = W_{\text{bus}} \) and \( H = \text{diag}(W) \). The assumptions of Lemma 1 are satisfied, and it can be applied in this case because \( W_{\text{bus}} \) is strictly positive definite, and because the constraint (12e) implies that \( W_i \geq 0 \) for all \( i \in V \).
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